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Welcome to the Summer Issue. 

Following the recent passing of former 

Membership Secretary Denis Hilditch, Dave 

Keith and myself were kindly invited to a 

celebration of Denis’s life at the Concorde 

Club. We were treated to a poem written by 

the man himself about himself and read out to 

the gathering by his son Steve. I should like to 

share it with you here:- 

 
I hope the following doesn’t cause offense to 

anyone, but to me there is no subject about which 

we can’t have a laugh. After all, life is pleasurable 

and death is inevitable. 

 

He Won’t be coming back. By DCH, About DCH 

 

 He’s kicked his clogs 

 He’s gone to the dogs, 

 So let this be his epilogue 

 

 He.… won’t….be….coming…..back 
 

 He’s gone behind the final curtain 

 Yes he’s surely gone for a ‘burton’ 

 And one thing’s for certain. 

 

 He.… won’t….be….coming…..back 
 

 He had a long and happy life 

 With his ever loving wife 

 With a minimum of strife. 

 

 He.… won’t….be….coming…..back 

 

 He’s breathed his last 

 He’s in the past 

 He can’t be repaired with ‘Elastoplast’ 

 

 He.… won’t….be….coming…..back 
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Denis Hilditch - 1929 – 2018 
 
Denis was a “chippy” throughout his working life,  and spent a short time in the RAF for his National Service 
He married Isabella in 1956 and built their 1st home in Bishops Waltham and to cap a busy year he also set 
up a shop fitting business with a friend and they traded as Hilditch & Jacobs until the 1970’s  
 
By 1962 Denis and Isabella had two children Stephen and Claire when they lived onsite in a mobile home in 
Netley Abbey while he built another family home, Later a third child Jayne came along 
 
Denis also found time for his other hobby as a member of Netley Cliffs 
Sailing Club, which he also served as their Commodore for a period of 
time 
 
He was also a very active member of the Institute of Advanced Motorists 
 
Denis took up woodturning as a hobby when he retired and joined Hamp-
shire Woodturners in 1992?, where in his later years he took on the role 
of membership secretary 
 
Always the joker, he could always be relied upon at club challenges to push the remit to its full extent and 
come up with some fantastic dare I say outrageous entries. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sadly, some five or six years ago Denis was given just six months to live, yet another challenge that he went 
on to defy for another five plus years, he even managed to abseil Portsmouth’s Spinnaker tower aged 87. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Denis is succeeded by his wife Isabella, 3 children Stephen, Claire and Jayne, 7 grandchildren and 6 great 
grandchildren (so far) 
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Reports of Meetings:- 
 

5th March Pole Lathe Turning and  Furniture Making—Charles Ash 
 
 
We had 59 members attend the March meeting. 1 returning member Peter Osborne from Hythe. 
Giving us 60 members on the night + 1 visitor. 
We now have a total membership of 92 for the year ending 2017/18. 
 
Our Visitor was Charles Ash, of Touchwood Crafts.  
TouchWood Crafts was established about 10 years ago by Charles in his rural Oxfordshire work-
shop. 
He makes chairs and other furniture in the traditional way of green wood working using no power 
tools. As recently as 50 years ago, bodgers would buy a “stand” of suitable trees in a wood and 
convert them in situ into spindles for chairs. A chairmaker would buy the spindles and complete 
the chairs in his workshop. The wood was often beech but other wood was also used, like ash 
and sweet chestnut. At that time the trees were hardly mature when the stand was sold making 
them easy to fell and process on site single handedly. 
 
Charles showed us how he would split a log of chestnut with a relatively blunt axe. This splits the 
log along the grain. The log halves are split and split again into pieces of triangular section. The 
next stage is to refine the shape into a roughly round section using a draw knife.  
 
This is done by sitting on shave horse on which the wood is clamped so that the top surface can 
be shaved.  
The clamp arrangement is foot operated and can be quickly released to reposition the wood.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The resulting rough spindle is now ready to be turned. 
This is where the pole lathe comes in. Made of wood, there are just 3 metal parts, the pointed tail-
stock and headstock and the clamp nut and bolt for the tool rest. Course adjustments are made 
by moving the sections along the bed and clamping with wooden wedges. The head and tailstock 
points are then pushed into the ends of the spindle using the metal screw thread. The spindle re-
volves on the pointed ends with a little oil for lubrication. (Old bodgers were said to have used 
spit.) 
 
Before positioning the spindle between centres, several turns of the drive rope are wound around 
it. The drive rope is attached to a treadle underneath the lathe and a cord stretched between 2 
springy vertical wooden rods above. By operating the treadle the rope turns the spindle towards 
the operator and when the treadle is released the rope springs back spinning the spindle in the 
opposite direction. Cutting is done on the downstroke with tools held against the rest. (Such a 
lathe in the woods would have been operated in the same way but the return stroke effected by 
means of the rope attached to a bent, springy sapling).  
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Charles Ash continued 

The gearing can be changed by altering the diameter of the spindle where 

the rope goes round it. A smaller diameter gives a faster rotation but re-

quires more force to be applied by the leg operating the treadle. If this 

sounds easy remember that it involves standing on one leg for hours whilst 

pushing the other leg up and down, simultaneously guiding a cutting tool in 

synch with the direction of rotation. The fastest recorded time for making a 

pair of legs from a log is 8 minutes!   

 

 

Charles uses mostly Ashley Iles carving gouges and chisels on the lathe. He sharpens these by 

hand with a wet stone and Veritas honing compound, touching up with Emery cloth from time to 

time in between. In the traditional way Charles does not sand the spindles; they are used straight 

from the cutting tools. 

 

Bowls can be turned on pole lathes though Charles did 

not demonstrate this. A cylindrical wooden mandrel 

with metal teeth is hammered into the bowl blank for 

the rope and the bowl is turned both sides without re-

mounting leaving a central post which is snapped off 

and the bowl surface cleaned up with a carving tool. 

 

After an extended tea break during which Charles was surrounded by people eager to know more 

details, he took a look at the 14 items on the members’ gallery. Always interesting to get a differ-

ent point of view from a visitor, Charles remarked on the fine detail of some items which would not 

be possible to achieve on a pole lathe. Also how thin some of the end grain bowls were, with the 

core of the wood retained. This would cause disastrous splits when turning green wood on a pole 

lathe and would always be avoided.  

Take a look at the www.touchwoodcrafts.co.uk website for some lovely examples of traditional fur-

niture and the courses you might be tempted by. 

Dave Gibbard 
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Wednesday 4thApril  - AGM & Club Challenge 
 

43 members attended this year’s AGM. There were no extraordinary items on the agenda, so the meeting ran very smoothly. 

Chairman Dave Gibbard opened the meeting with his annual report, followed by Alan Sturgess giving his treasurers report both 

detailed below. The committee then stood down for the election of the new committee. Lynda and Derek have both decided not 

to stand this time after several years of sterling service for which we are very grateful; the rest of the existing members were re-

elected along with two new members Dave Simpson and Tom James. Dave has proved to be a very active member over the past 

year or two and Tom, although a recent new member, has proved to be an outstanding “Novice” woodturner exhibiting excellent 

items on the gallery table at every meeting. 

Dave G resumed his seat and passed out bottles of wine to non-committee helpers as follows: 

Phil Hill, Roy Nailor, Chris Davey, Les Barrow, Peter Willcocks, Peter House, Dave Simpson, Martin Stallard, Phil Bristow, Harry 

Woolhead, Steve Paige, Alan Truslove, Bryan Matcham, Horace Baker. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Len Osborne Trophy has been manufactured by Keith Barnes from an engraved 

wooden disc given to us by Surrey Woodturners.  Jan Osborne, the widow of Len, kindly 

attended to present the trophy to Tom James. 

 

 

 

Phil Bristow spoke to encourage members to post interesting articles about projects or 

production methods to try to increase a falling visit rate to the website. The site is a good medium to gather new members and 

this opportunity should not be missed. 

Following the tea break the final event of the evening was the “club challenge” this month the challenge was to produce an item 

from either two species of wood or wood and one other material this brought a fantastic array of ideas to the gallery table and 

the eventual winner by members vote was Alan Baker for his magnificent segmented urn. 

 

 
 

 

The Clubman of the Year trophy has 

been remodelled by Keith Barnes to 

show all previous winners and was pre-

sented this year to Mike Haselden. 

The Novice Trophy was awarded by  

Harry Woollhead to Stephen Howell. 

Challenge winner Alan 

Baker receiving his award 

from Dave Gibbard 
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HWA Chairman’s report April 2018   

 

It’s been a year since Lynda handed over the reins 

and the wheels haven’t come off yet. Despite my 

deficiencies in the catering department we’ve even 

continued to enjoy her home baking so it’s a double 

thank you to Lynda for handing over our nice 

friendly Club in good order and continuing to look 

after us. 

 

We have enjoyed a great programme of events 

expertly organised by our secretary, Bob Hope, with 

visiting demonstrators at 6 of our evening 

meetings.   

 

People often complain about the level of 

participation in the Club but the figures actually tell 

a different story. Our membership under the 

stewardship of Keith Barnes is about 90. Those that 

drop out are replaced by new members thanks to 

the website and our outreach programme. Of these 

we get about 2/3 attending evening meetings. Then 

if we take the committee and add all those who run 

the tea, shop, library, raffle, audio-visual, website 

and novices about a 1/4 of our members are 

making an active contribution to the Club’s 

organisation. Most Clubs would be delighted to 

have such figures. I’m not going to list all these 

people but I’d like to thank Derek Barkaway, who is 

standing down having handed over the shop to 

Pete Wilcocks, for his work in building up this 

important facility for the members.  

It is also encouraging to see the level of 

participation by our own members with evening 

demos by Mike Haselden and Adrian Smith plus 

others at turn-ins.  

The numbers contributing to the gallery table were 

given a boost by Keith Barnes’ initiative of the Len 

Osborne Trophy named after the well liked member 

who died in January 2017. I am pleased to tell you 

that the trophy will be awarded tonight by Len’s 

widow, Jan to the member displaying most work on 

the table over the year and it’s going to a novice.  

The enthusiasm of the newcomers bodes well 

for the future of the Club and is a tribute to the 

way Harry Woollhead, supported by Alan 

Baker, has encouraged them and provided a 

forum for constructive discussion. Harry, with 

Bob has also organised the “hands-on” days 

with several lathes available and experienced 

turners on hand to help and advise on tech-

niques and to sort out problems. 

 

And talking of participation, many members 

were moved to tears by the communal singing 

of the Fire Evacuation Procedure carol at the 

Christmas quiz night led by ex-choristers Alan 

Baker and Bob Hope.   

 

All this for the absurdly low cost of member-

ship of £25! Our treasurer Alan Sturgess has 

managed the finances brilliantly for many 

years and is yet again proposing no increase in 

subs. What a wizard. But Alan has given us 

plenty of notice that he will stand down after 

another year so we are faced with the chal-

lenge of finding a successor. 

 

When Chris West secured a Lottery grant for 

the Club some years ago one justification was 

to help us introduce the craft to the general 

public. These days that is done via our 

“Outreach” programme organised by John 

Holden. During the year we give demonstra-

tions, mostly open air, at various community 

events and field a lot of questions from the 

public. A number of people become members 

following such events. 

 

You could say that another aspect of outreach 

is the work of 8 of our members as volunteers 

at Minstead Trust. Alan Sturgess is the prime 

mover for this activity which sees us working 2 

mornings a week “teaching” woodturning to 

people with learning difficulties. This is a valua-

ble contribution to the work of the Trust and, 

through sales of things made in the workshop, 
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Chairmans Report continued 
 

Our communication owes much to modern 

technology. The website with webmaster Phil 

Bristow provides an almost instant means of 

communication between ourselves and the world 

outside. The site receives ”hits” from all over the 

world.  

Andi Saunders is editor of the quarterly newsletter 

“Your Turn” which is distributed to 90% of 

members via the website with dramatic reduction 

in cost compared with printing and posting. We 

know it is read much more widely than just by our 

membership.   

 

Talking of technology, Steve Page has created an 

amazing system to enable our large audience to 

appreciate what is happening at the coalface or 

rather the woodface. If anyone comes from the 

same planet as Steve and would like to help out, we 

would be relieved to have the back-up. 

 

Like most of you I belong to the Club because I 

enjoy what is a hobby to me as well as the 

companionship of like-minded people. There’s 

always something to learn from each other and the 

visiting demonstrators. Long may this continue.  

Dave Gibbard 
 

Dave Gibbard demonstrating at Sparsholt in May 
with Alan Baker looking on 

 Treasurers HWA Accounts report for 2017 – 2018 

Firstly as always I would like to thank those 
members who run our sub groups and collect 
monies on our behalf.  So a personal thank you 
from me to, Phil Hill Brian Matcham, Keith Barnes, 
Dave Simpson, Derek Barkaway and lately Peter 
Willcocks. 

The account is much the same as pervious years and 
within the agreed budget for the year. 
Membership was slightly down on the previous year 
and sadly the March Masterclass had to be 
cancelled, from which we had expected to recoup 
costs that had been paid.  However Badger Farm 
have said that if we book again later this year they 
will not charge again. 

Income was £3,367.1, Down by almost £1,200 
compared with the previous year. Nearly all cost 
centres were down on 2016/7.The raffle produced 
£100 less, Membership was down £300 and lost 
payments for the cancelled workshop were £500. 

Expense was £3340.71.  It was generally as 
expected and £600 below last year.  
Thanks to Bob Hope providing an interesting and 
informative calendar of events and staying well 
within the agreed budget.  All other areas of 
expense are fairly stable. 

Thus producing a very small surplus on the year of 
£26.43 

The committee agreed once again to keep 
subscriptions at £25 

HWA Assets are as follows:- 

Cash/un cleared cheques to hand   £   468.05 

Shop stock and float.    £1,426.55 

Library float.     £     49.80 

Raffle stock and float.    £     97.04 

Total HWA Assets.    £6,723.18 

In January 2019 it will be 25 years since I became 
Treasurer of the HWA,  I have asked for someone 
to take over but no one has come forward so with 
regret I have told the committee that I will not be 
standing for re-election in April 2019. 

A new Treasurer must be found.  Should you fancy 
the challenge, please step forward, we can co-opt 
you to the committee and the transfer can be 
completed over a period of time. 

Alan Sturgess 
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Wednesday 2nd May  
Introduction to Gilding with Lynda Barkaway 

 
The forty members and visitors to this months club night could be forgiven if they thought that they had returned to 

school for the evening, instead of the usual theatre style layout of seating they were greeted by a layout of eight blocks 

of tables with six seats at each. The theme of the evening was an introduction to gilding. And their teacher for the 

evening was our very own Mrs Barkaway, Lynda to most of us. 

 

 

As with anything that Lynda does, there had been a great deal of 

preparation and planning done before the event, she had prepared 

kits for all to participate in the evening, and each table had a 

selection of small jars containing various adhesives for attaching 

either gold leaf or “Fake”gold foil to be attached to turned items that 

we had been encouraged to bring along and there were also sheets 

of paper with a variety of letters to “gild” for those of us who had 

attended unprepared.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This activity was very well received by its participants although many found the process somewhat difficult and 

frustrating, not a skill many can master in a couple of hours, that said many were still gilding away into the night, only 

to be interrupted by the gallery critique by Dave Gibbard and finally the raffle. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lynda had also prepared a very interesting short presentation of the history of gold, some of the stand out points are 

listed below. 

40,000 years ago gold was in use and specks have been found in Palaeolithic caves. 

5,000 BC gold and silver alloy were used by the Egyptians in their jewellery. 

3,000 BC Mesopotamia used gold in their jewellery 

2500 BC The Egyptians invent a technique of filigree in the manufacture of gold objects. 

The art of gold beating began around this time as has been found by excavators in recent years. Gold was the most 

important substance used in decoration by the ancient crafts. 

46 BC Julius Caesar minted the largest quantity of gold coins ever seen in Rome. This was done to pay his vast army. 
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How to make gold leaf 

 

The toll on human life to beat gold into thin sheets would have been enormous. Men were then 

the slaves of rulers and princes and would be driven on foot to the mines where they faced al-

most certain death. Water and food were scarce and the men worked in the bowels of the earth to 

get the quartz rock which was brought to the surface by boys. It was then pounded with iron pes-

tles in stone mortars and carried by the masters into the cities to sell. 

The gold is firstly melted and mixed with silver alloy and copper. Depending on how much is add-

ed depends on how pure the gold is. 

To make gold leaf the lumps of gold are put between sheepskin parchment and beaten with ham-

mers weighing up to 20 lbs by at least 12 men. The metal is melted and poured into a mould. Af-

ter cooling the 5inch long bar and an inch wide and 1/8 inch thick is rolled into strips 120 feet long 

and as thin as a sheet of paper. The beater is given a strip weighing 60 pennyweight and he 

starts making the leaf. For 3 days the beater has this precious bit of metal in his care. He is re-

quired to make 3,000 sheets of gold leaf from it. If the weather was not kind it would take more 

than 3 days work.  The gold is cut into little squares about 1” square. 200 of them are laid be-

tween sheets of cutch paper. This paper is made in France by a secret process and no substitute 

has been found for it. 

Finishing and cutting the little squares he puts the pack into the parchment cover and starts beat-

ing again. Using a 20 pound hammer he beats with one hand while the other keeps turning the 

cutch After about half an hour, when the gold begins to show on the edges of the paper it will 

have thinned out to 4 times the original size. 

These leaves are again cut into 4 with a skewing knife. The little squares are picked up with box-

wood pincers and each is placed between ox intestinal skins. These are all cured in England. 

This pack is now known as a shodder and is again placed in the parchment cover and beating 

begins again. After 2 hours of beating the 800 squares are flattened out until the appear on the 

edges of the skins now being about a 4” square, These are now cut into 3,200 squares with a 

wagon made of lacquered cane in Japan. They go through the beating process one final time. 

This is now called the mold and takes about 12 hours., even longer depending on the weather. 

The gold leaves are now so thin that you can see through them. It would take 300,000 of them to 

make a pack of gold leaf 1 inch thick. Beating gold is known to have existed from 1700 BC. 

Little bits of gold would fly off during these processes and the earth would be swept and sifted 

and the tiny scraps of gold would be saved and reused. 

One ounce of gold can be beaten into 1600 leaves which would cover about 105 square feet. 

Transfer gold is made by sticking the gold leaf to paper under pressure. It was only patented 

about 40 years ago and is used outside a lot to save the loose leaf from blowing away. 

 

What makes gold great? 

 

ALL the gold mined since the dawn of civilization will fit into an area 20 feet cube. It would weigh 

171,300 tonnes. 

1 ounce piece of gold can be hammered into a sheet of gold leaf 9 meters square. 
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Easter is a distant memory and half of the May Bank 

holidays have gone Mid Summers day is just around 

corner and at Minstead not much has changed.  We are 

still very short of turners for the Monday sessions so 

short in fact they we may have to reduce the students by 

30% or abandon Mondays altogether for the time being.  

It would be a great shame if four students were to miss 

out but with just 4 of us turners doing Mondays and the 

Holiday season approaching it’s possible the only option 

is to reduce rather than cancel completely.  But on a 

positive note our Thursday’s sessions are still going 

strong.  We still have 5 of the students that started with 

us back in February 2014 enjoying their sessions.  So we 

must be doing something right.. 

 

We have been making stock which should appear at 

Furzey Gardens café shop by mid-May.  If you visit 

Furzey look out for turned items.  If you’ve not been to 

Furzey Gardens and have grandchildren it’s well worth a 

visit.  But take them with you, they will be amused and 

entertained for hours looking for the 30 plus different 

Fairy Doors.  If the grandchildren are too old but you like 

gardens and plants then go along as there are many 

varieties of well-established bushes and shrubs some of 

which are very rare. 

 

There was some secret Filming at Furzey Gardens in 

April.  The BBC were featuring Furzey Gardens in their A 

to Z of Chelsea which was screened on BBC 1 on 

Monday 13
th
 May. 

Furzey won a Gold award in I think 2015.  Maybe you 

saw the piece which was presented by Arit Anderson.  

They also always have a garden at the New Forest 

Show.  Watch out for that if you visit New Park Farm July 

24
th
 to 26

th
. 

 

Minstead Trust Summer Fete will be held on Saturday 

7th July, 12.30pm to 4pm 

We will be there, with a stall of some kind and possibly 

also a game or two.  Why not pop in and see us and 

have a look around the magnificent Minstead Lodge at 

Seamans Lane Minstead SO43 7FT 

Once again we had had problems with the Axminster 

Evolution Chuck which was sent back to Axminster 

repaired and returned to us in 6 days.  This is the third 

time it’s been returned for repair. 

Is anyone else having problems with the Evolution Chuck 

or is it just us? 

 

 
 
 
 
 
We welcome 3 new members.  Steve Phillips from 
Denmead, Peter Osborne from Hythe and Roger Wood 
from Ropley Both Peter and Roger are returning after a 
short time away. This now gives us 4 new members who 
have joined us this year. 
 
Members attending monthly meetings.  
March 59.   April 44. May 37.   
Visitors : 
March 1.   April 4.  May 2. 
 
The membership numbers for year ending 2017/18 (last 
year) was 92 this included 3 honorary members. 
A number of members have not renewed their 
membership for this year if you are one of them would 
you please let me know if you are intending staying with 
the club or resigning.  
 
Payment of £25.00 can be given to me on a club night or 
by post. Please make cheques payable to Hampshire 
Woodturners Association and send to my home address 
at 2 Granada Road, Hedge End SO30 4AN. 
 
We would hope all members will have paid their 
membership fee by the end of June 2018 this will enable 
your committee to know how much money to allocate for 
next year demonstrators. 
 
Data Protection Policy 
Most members have now completed the clubs D.P.P. 
forms. We need you to sign this form to enable us to 
contact you by Telephone, Email or Post. If you have not 
signed up, forms are available at club nights or you can 
email me your consent at 
new.members.hwa@gmail.com 
 
If the club has no written proof of your consent the club 
cannot use your personal data to make you aware or 
send information on the clubs activities.  
We do not share your data with any other organization or 
for any commercial purpose. 
 
New members. 
I’m looking at new ways to get people interested in 
joining H.W.A.  
Do you have a public notice board in your area? I have a 
number of laminated posters to make the public aware of 
the club.  If you know of a notice board please ask me for 
a poster so you can pin it on the board.  
 
If you should know of anyone that would like to join us 
please bring them along to a club evening. I would like to 
say we offer a cash incentive but we don’t, but the more 
members we have the more demonstrators we can book. 
It also helps to keeps the membership fee to a 
reasonable cost.  
 
 

Keith Barnes. 
Membership Secretary. 

01489 796433 

mailto:new.members.hwa@gmail.com
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I would also suggest you try to turn fine delicate finials as 
it can be very rewarding. I used the fine edge of the tool 
to gently use pull and push cuts and fine scraping cuts to 
refine the shape and keep the finish. 
 
In the book I learnt that you should consider producing a 
dimensioned drawing of the product you want to make. 
This then makes the task more interesting as you strive 
to keep to the dimensions. You will change the design 
after a poor cut or produce tear out on a thin section. But 
you will learn about yourself and where you have to 
spend more time with the tools.  
 
This applies to any cut you intend to make. 
 
We now have a folder that contains items on all the skills 
you might need to produce good work. We can always 
learn from someone else. Come and have a look at it in 
the Novice section. 
 

Happy Chipping  
 

Alan Baker  
 
 
 

Prices for Personalised HWA clothing 

 

Sweatshirts with Badge and name of member  -£20.00 

 

Fleeces with Badge and name of member   -  £30.00 

 

Formal shirts with Badge and name    -  £25.00 

 

Caps with Badge only      -  £10.00 

 

Choice of colour 

Burgundy or Blue  

As I sit down to write this I have pondered how far some 
of our new members have come in a short space of time. 
No longer Novices, producing items that are worth 
showing on the table and gaining a reputation for 
delivering fine work. If you are one of these people 
please take a bow.  
 
So what is the next move. Well it is sometimes difficult to 
stop the inquisitive approach to continually trying 
something new. It may be better to look at some of your 
earlier work and repeat it, but do not make the same 
mistakes as before.  
 
I have been making the globe as expertly described by 
Robert Chapman in his book Woodturning A Fresh 
Approach. I struggled with turning a sphere and took 
several attempts before the art of being patient won 
through and I only took very light cuts each time before 
getting an acceptable curve. This tested my patience but 
was really good for me in using the spindle gouge. 
  
The next task was to produce a finials and a stand. 
I sat down and drew up full size drawings with 
dimensions of the shape I wanted to make. 
 
I cut 6 lengths of wood thinking I would get 2 out of them. 
A mistake as my spindle gouge skills needed to be honed 
a little finer before acceptable finials were produced. I did 
not practice the cuts before starting and ended up with 6 
poorly made products. But along the way I got into a 
groove that must be what  production turners achieve. 
You know when you have cut the wood poorly and you 
know when it is a good cut. The more I did the more it 
became apparent that through repetition you gain a feel 
for the wood and the cut you are making and whilst I did 
not seem able to repeat accurately what had been made 
before I was getting close. In the end the product was 
acceptable. 
 
I had been using the skew to turn beads and curves but 
chose to use the spindle gouge as it was more forgiving. 
 
But I will in the future not cut good wood but cheap pine 
and practice until the cuts feel correct. This will improve 
my skills and products. So do you practice on waste 
wood if not why not. It is very rewarding to finish a 
product in pine then go on to make it in more expensive 
and probably more precious wood.  
 
As I am a hobby turner I do not expect to produce perfect 
products every time, but if I were to start again, I would 
definitely cut up cheap wood. Practice with a bowl gouge, 
spindle gouge and skew to find the limits of each tool and 
to gain the confidence to know when to use them.  
 
Along the way you pick up on sharpness and the effect of 
different woods to the cut. The more you do this the 
quicker you become more consistent. 
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Sparsholt 

Countryside 
Day 2018 

 
 
Following our successful day at the Sparsholt 
Countryside last year I again booked a pitch 
for this May.   
 
A team from the HWA manned the stall with 
two lathes running.  As last year the event 
starts at 09.30 but as the visitors car park is a 

long way away and there are lots of attractions 
to pass before reaching our field it took nearly 
an hour before visitors really reached us.   
 
However, we had many useful meetings with 
people interested in what we were doing and 
you never know we may have recruited some 
potential members.  The field was quite noisy 
with Chain saws at work on one side and 
enthusiastic ferret racing commentary on the 
other.  
 
The day was basically overcast and on the 
cool side and a little sun would have been 
welcome.   
 
Notwithstanding the rain at the end we felt that 
it was a good day and well worth the effort.   
 
So many thanks to Mike Haselden, Alan Baker 
and Dave Gibbard for all their efforts in making 
the long day a success. 

 
John Holden   

Len Osborne Trophy 2018-19 Leader Board 
 
   No of items Points Bonus points Total  
   April May      
Dave Gibbard  2 1 3 4 1 5  
Mike Haselden 1 2 3 4 1 5  
Alan Baker  1 1 2 4 0 4  
Tom James   2 0 2 2 1 3  
Steve Howell   2 0 2 2 1 3  
Harry Butler  2 0 2 2 1 3  
Ian Woodford 2 0 2 2 1 3  
Paul Patterson  0 2 2 2 1 3  
Dave Simpson 1 0 1 2 0 2  
Roger Charlesworth 1 0 1 2 0 2  
Harry Woollhead 1 0 1 2 0 2  
John Holden  1 0 1 2 0 2  
Adrian Smith  1 0 1 2 0 2  
Greg Long  1 0 1 2 0 2  
Mario Demontis 0 1 1 2 0 2  
Pete Broadbent 0 1 1 2 0 2  
Brian Eyley  0 1 1 2 0 2  
Carlton Bath  0 1 1 2 0 2  
 
Items placed on  gallery table 
   18 10  Total   28 
 
Number of entries this month 
   13 8  Total  21 
 

Points System 
 

Normal meeting. 2 Point for an entry plus 1 bonus 
point for second entry 
 
Challenge night. 2 Points for an entry plus 1 bonus 
point for second entry  
 
Christmas Social 2 Points for an entry plus 1 bonus 
point for second entry  
 
Pair of items placed on table ie 2 table lamps, 2 con-
diments mills = 2points + 1 bonus point unless in a 
challenge / social event. 
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In this new regular feature Terry Smart from Chestnut 
Products will be sharing some of the more interesting 

responses to questions to Chestnut’s helpline 

 

First off the blocks is how to stop stain from bleeding or wicking along the grain of wood and colour-
ing parts you don’t want it to. This is difficult to prevent as the stain is meant to soak in as far as it 
should, about the only way to reduce it (hopefully to the point of elimination) is to put a barrier of 
some sort in its way; about the best way of doing this is to seal the area you want to keep clean with 
a heavily diluted Cellulose Sanding Sealer, which will soak in further than normal and block the 
channels the stain is trying to travel along. 

 

a question about using Liming Wax and whether it’s essential to apply a lacquer/sealer under it.  
Traditionally this wouldn’t have been done, the wax would have gone straight onto the bare/stained 
wood (unsealed = bare to a wax) but it’s become quite common to apply a lacquer or sealer, espe-
cially over a stain. This stops the wax going into the open pores of the wood but it will still go into the 
grain (the lacquer/sealer will follow the contours of the grain), thus giving a more dramatic effect. 

 

I was also asked about the gloss level of the Ebonising Lacquer. It’s designed to give a similar effect 
to bare ebony, so it’s a satin sheen, but this can be increased in several ways; you can use Burnish-
ing Cream or Cut’n’Polish, or you can apply the Acrylic Gloss Lacquer over the Ebonising Lacquer. 

 

we were asked by a pen turner about what finish to use on his pens. He’d been using Friction Polish 

but finding that it wasn’t withstanding continual handling, which is what we’d expect. 

We’d recommend instead using Melamine Lacquer, burnished with Burnishing Cream for a brighter 
gloss if required and possibly then applying Friction Polish for a greater depth. The Friction Polish 
would wear away eventually but leave the shine of the Melamine Lacquer below. Once dried (leave 
at least ten minutes) Friction Polish can also be brightened even more using Burnishing Cream. 

 

if you’re looking for a virtually maintenance-free finish, in normal use at least, then you’ve got to be 

looking at a lacquer. The Melamine Lacquer, Melamine Gloss Lacquer and Acrylic Gloss Lacquer 

are all very hard wearing and will withstand a lot of handling, bumps and knocks and, to a point, 

heat and water. The downside to this is that if the finish does get damaged due to major abuse then 

it’s much harder to repair and can often need a major cutback and reapplication. The lacquers men-

tioned above are designed for interior use and will weather very quickly if used outdoors. If you want 

to use a lacquer outdoors then any of our acrylic aerosols are fine for the job, they have a built in UV 

protection and should require very little maintenance even under these conditions. 
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Continued 

What is “Food Safe” 

First of all, I’d like to explain what we mean by ‘food safe’ – that is, a coating that won’t affect any 

food that it comes into contact with, that nothing will leach from it into the food and cause an 

adverse reaction in someone eating food stored on/or/against it. 

I have seen some products labelled as ‘food safe’ where really all it means is ‘food resistant’ – 

that is, food spilt onto the coating won’t damage it. Be sure to check! 

Isn’t toy safe the same as food safe? Resounding no on that one, the food safety test is far more 

stringent, the tolerances are much lower and the tests more rigorous. I’ll come back to that in a 

minute. 

I’ve seen it said that ‘all products, once the solvent has evaporated, are food safe’ which is 

probably one of the most dangerous and incorrect statements I’ve seen in a long time. By 

extension this would mean they were toy safe too…lead paint anyone? 

One of the biggest difficulties we face as coatings suppliers is finding a test to conform to. The 

test for toy safety (EN71-3) is very well defined and relatively straightforward. Whilst there are 

many tests for items coming into contact with food there are none that ideally suit our needs – 

coatings for wood in contact with food. 

Simply saying that ‘food grade materials’ are used in the manufacture isn’t enough either unless 

you can certify that they are. Shellac is quoted as food safe but only certain grades, handled, 

stored and processed in certain ways, qualify for this. 

We recently had some of our products tested to the EU regulation 10/2011, which confusingly 

covers plastic materials and articles intended to come into contact with food. What this also 

covers is the coatings (ink mainly) used on food packaging, which is the closest we’ve been able 

to find for our needs. 

The test is in three stages: we supplied beakers coated with a range of finishes, which were then 

filled with food simulants, namely 

A 3% Acetic solution 

A 95% Ethanol solution (not something I’d normally put on chips!) 

Iso-octane 

The first one simulates acidic food, the other two fatty foods. The beakers are then kept at 40 

degree C for several days and the liquid is then removed and tested for any plastics that might 

have leached into it. 

The tolerances are very low, as you’d expect, and frankly with the severity of the test we weren’t 

hopeful. 

As it turned out, nearly all of the products passed two out of three of the tests, most failing on the 

ethanol solution test. 

One product did pass, which is the Microcrystalline Wax, so we can now class that as food safe. 

The others could be deemed as safe when in contact with dry food (crisps, nuts etc) but there 

isn’t a test for this and as such we can’t promote this fact – we never make a claim like this that 

we can’t back up with a certificate. 


